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Growing perceived corruption

In spite of the noisy anti-corruption buzz

generated at international (United Nations,

World Bank, OECD) and national levels, the

actual perceived

corruption in the

political and public

circles does not

cease to grow, as

indicated by the

downward trend of

the annual Corruption

Perceptions Index

(CPI) developed by

Transparency

International (TI). The

index name is

misleading, because

it actual ly measures

the perceived level of

probity — a low index meaning high

corruption, and a high index meaning probity.

The chart (Fig.1 ) shows the maximum (green),

median (blue) and minimum (red) parameters

of the index, and the corresponding trend l ines

for the years 1 995 to 201 3.

The index distribution has shifted towards the

lower end of the scale along the 1 9-year

period in the chart, exposing the general ized

sl iding towards a more corrupt environment.

The shift affects al l countries, including the

least corrupt ones (the regression l ine slope of

-0.04 corresponds to an average annual

change rate of -0.27%), revealing an ongoing

albeit slow moral deterioration. The long term

trend of the median index (annual average

change rate of -2.1 5%) heralds loud and clear

the triumph of corruption and the decay of

probity across the planet.

Should we worry ?

Decent and well-meaning souls in the

developed world may

feel reassured by

learning that the

nations with the

lowest index (higher

corruption) are

destitute, developing

countries of Africa

and Asia, whereas

those with the highest

index (lower

corruption) are the

customary northern

European nations and

New Zealand. Why

should one worry ?

To be true, it seems that poor, southern

countries are facing the double curse of an

unfair income distribution and the aggravation

of high corruption. However, it would be

mistaken to believe that corruption is a

concern only for far-away, backward nations,

not for "us, the civi l ized ones". The fact is that

the wolf is in the sheepfold. The least corrupt

nations are far from immune to he corruption

virus; not only do they breed corruption, they

also export it and play the part of the anti-

corruption police officer.

Widespread fraud in non-corrupt
nations

While bribes and sell ing of favors are

perceived as lower in developed countries,

The spreading corruption virus
Corruption index (CPI) since 1 995

Fig.1: Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) maximum,

median and minimum, 1995  2013.
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other forms of fraud are actual ly quite common

— a poor prerequisite for preventing the

establishment of corruption.

• Trying to promote one's own career by

forging academic diplomas and titles is

more than sil ly, it is pathetic. But when

political ly prominent dunces tamper

with their scholastic achievements with

a view to fast-track their cl imbing to

power, then all alarm bells should ring.

In Germany, two ministers, two

European deputies, and another high-

ranking politician have been recently

stripped of their degrees obtained

through plagiarism, another politician

and a member of the parl iament have

been fined for fraudulent use of

academic titles, and a parl iamentary

group president is under investigation

— all belonging to the main

governmental German parties (SPD,

FDP, CDU, CSU). In France, hot

controversy surrounded the dubious

academic performance of former

president Sarkozy, who claimed a

Political Science degree that he did not

earn, and of former minister of Justice

Dati whose MBA was a fake.

• Scientific fraud in the context of

col lusion between business interests

and public offices plagues such

sensitive branches as the

pharmaceutical and the food industries.

Surveys (1 ) show that 2% of scientists

carrying out cl inical research admitted

to having fabricated, falsified or

modified data or results at least once,

and up to 34% admitted other

questionable research practices. I t is

feared that nothing can stop the

influence of drug company money.

Hospitals and universities wil l not do it.

Regulatory and overseeing bodies

decline to do it. Peer pressure, caught

in confl icts of interests, is unable to do it

(2) (3). Spectacular cases, such as

Hwang Woo-suk in South Korea, are

therefore just the tip of the iceberg.

• The US$3.2 tri l l ion global food industry

has been shaken by recurrent scandals

of fraud, regulatory oversight fai lure,

and concealment of vital ly critical

information. Notable examples are the

devastation caused by toxic adulterated

rapeseed oil in Spain, fake "bio" eggs in

Germany, outdated meat in

Switzerland, rotten Mozzarel la from

Italy, horses used in medical

experiments and unfit for human

consumption sold at the butcher's in

France. The 1 980-1 990 mad cow

disease is a textbook case. I t directly

caused 280 human deaths, and

resulted in mil l ions of slaughtered

animals during the eradication program.

The epizootic was caused by the

business decision to feed herbivore

cattle the leftovers of the slaughtering

process and the carcasses of sick and

injured animals in the form of meat and

bone meal. According to the official UK

inquiry (4), overseeing authorities opted

for "a total suppression of al l

information on the subject" of BSE, for

reasons of "the possible effect on

exports and the political implications".

Even after scientists demonstrated that

the disease was transmissible between

species, UK government hushed up the

findings, stood by their l ine that the beef

was perfectly safe and that BSE was

not transmissible, unti l the disaster was

consummated.

• Food fraud with state administration
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connivance is a sort of non-written rule.

The current incumbent of fisheries in

the government of Norway has the

high-hand on all supposedly

"independent" Norwegian laboratories

responsible for the control and quality

supervision of the fish industries. But

she also holds financial interests in

several fish raising sea-farms, directly

or through relatives. This helps

understand the reasons why the

nightmarish conditions prevail ing in

Norwegian salmon sea-farms are

subject to a strict information gagging,

namely as regards the hazardous

pollution resulting from the fish over-

population in the farms, the intensive

use of antibiotics to keep the fish al ive,

or the massive use of ethoxyquin — a

pesticide strictly regulated for

agricultural use, not tested by the

European Food Safety Agency for its

effects on human health, and

unauthorized in the European Union for

animal use — as an additive directly

incorporated in the fish food pellets,

which are by the way manufactured in

the probity-champion Denmark (5).

Corruption thrives in the non-corrupt
nations

Alleged non-corrupt countries, although keen

to pose as role-models, keep foul-smell ing

skeletons hidden in their closets:

• I l legal corporate financing of political

parties and individual candidates is an

widespread poison. Take Finland's

2007 election scandal. Nova Group, a

now-bankrupt real estate development

company was accused of channeling

large sums of money to another real

estate development company, KMS,

which passed the cash on to several

parties, primari ly the Center and the

National Coalition, for the benefit of

nine government ministers and many

parl iament members. One of Nova's

main defendants pleaded that

"pol iticians asked for money on their

knees." According to Transparency

International the Finnish political

financing compares to that of Belarus.

Other supposedly model democratic

countries have been raked by similar

scandals: see the Telekom-Austria and

Hypo Alpe Adria scandals in Austria, or

the long l ist of corruption affairs that

have been marring French political l ife

for decades.

• Misappropriation of public funds in large

government contracts became almost

trivial . US mil itary contracting

epitomizes the vast fraud and waste of

taxpayer's money that tend to sprout in

private-public business dealings.

According to the US Congressional

Commission on Wartime Contracting

report of 2011 (6), federal government

had lost between $31 and $60 bil l ion to

contractor fraud and waste since the

wars in Afghanistan and Iraq started. At

a smaller scale Serco, one of Britain's

largest companies, is currently under

investigation for fraud after police was

called to examine irregularities in

records kept for its £285 mil l ion

prisoner escorting contract. Price fixing

and bid-rigging are rampant. In 201 3,

several European telecommunication

operators, such as Deutsche Telekom,

Orange and Telefonica have been

placed under investigation for al leged

price fixing and market al location. In

December 2008, the New Zealand

Commerce Commission fi led legal
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proceedings against 1 3 airl ines,

indicted on the grounds that the carriers

"col luded to raise the price of [freight]

by imposing fuel charges for more than

seven years".

• Influence peddling by former top

politicians seeking a sinecure became a

lucrative business. Tony Blair

Associates is a lobbying, consulting and

influence peddling organization set up

by former UK prime minister Tony Blair

with cl ients such as the rulers of

Kazakhstan, Kuwait, United Arab

Emirates and . . . Libya, before Gaddafi

turned into a pariah and was ousted

and kil led by the Anglo-French led

coalition. Former president Clinton's

charities (7) use celebrity as the main

currency, while handling streams of

money. Donors include figures such as

the Saudi royal family, the king of

Morocco, the governments of Kuwait

and Qatar, but also embarrassing

acquaintances like the British Victor

Dahdaleh, pursued for bribing a

Bahraini company, the Canadian Frank

Giustra, who often made his luxury jet

available to Clinton and enrol led the

latter in a visit to Kazakhstan's ruler,

after which Giustra secured a huge

uranium-mining deal in the country, or

the I tal ian swindler Raffael lo Foll ieri ,

who eventual ly landed in jai l .

Exporting corruption

High-probity nations are to a large extent the

culprits of the sad performance of the

corruption-ridden ones. Developed nations

have been and sti l l are corruption pushers:

they do not just turn a blind eye on corrupt

networks, but actively purvey the necessary

fuel to feed corruption, and they are ultimately

beneficiaries of corrupt practices in less

developed countries. Some examples:

• Consider Afghanistan, one of the most

corrupt nations according to the index.

The country is in the hands of a gang

extending from the rul ing Karzai family

to a tight net of local warlords, al l of

them instal led and kept in power by the

NATO mil itary, including virtuous

Danes, Norwegians and New

Zealanders. Huge inflows of money

taken from the coalition taxpayer's

pockets irrigate local accomplices, and

eventual ly fi lter back to the balance

sheets of a myriad of mercenary

services, construction companies, base

maintenance providers, food suppliers,

arms dealers, weapons and

ammunition manufacturers, private

intel l igence outfits and a number of

private consultants, al l of them

residents in "clean" nations (8).

• In August 201 2 the giant drugmaker

Pfizer and its subsidiary Wyeth agreed

to pay $60.2 mil l ion to settle foreign

bribery cases involving paying off

officials, doctors and healthcare

professionals in Bulgaria, China,

Croatia, Czech Republic, Indonesia,

I taly, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Russia,

Saudi Arabia, and Serbia. "These

improper payments were variously

made to influence regulatory and

formulary approvals, purchase

decisions, prescription decisions, and to

clear customs", according to a

complaint fi led by the SEC. Pfizer is by

no means alone in the black l ist (9).

• Practical ly al l wealthy nations export

corruption through bribery and

kickbacks in order to foster their

business abroad. The paragons of

virtue are not immune. In Denmark, a
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big corporation has been found guilty of

foreign bribery including Oil-for-Food

cases violating the UN embargo against

Iraq. Other cases of bribes paid in

Hungary, Iraq and Russia are under

investigation. In New Zealand, four

al legations of involvement in bribery of

foreign public officials in Asian and

African countries have surfaced. New

Zealand shell companies have also

been implicated in an ongoing bribery

case abroad (technology business).

Two New Zealand companies were

named by the Independent Inquiry

Committee for bribery in the U.N. 's Oil-

for-Food program. In Finland, local

corporations have been recently

investigated and charged for paying

bribes in Kenya (to win a tender to build

a power plant), in Costa Rica (to

support health care business deals),

and in Croatia, Egypt and Slovenia (to

win contracts for armored vehicles,

guns and other armament). A senior

Serious Fraud Office official from New

Zealand publicly stated recently that

"[we] must be paying bribes. . . New

Zealanders were doing business in the

same jurisdictions as US and British

organizations where people were

'pinged' for bribery. How can we,

organizations and individuals, operate

in the same jurisdictions and not be

paying bribes. . . it doesn't make any

sense." — these words are extensible

to the other players (1 0).

The arsonist turned chief-fireman

Although nations reputed to be above all

suspicion have promoted international efforts

to curb corruption worldwide, they also have

taken seats in the executive bodies of the

organizations entrusted with that mandate,

and have performed a sad show of abuse,

self-dealing, deception and wholesale

corruption.

• The United Nations (UN) adopted in

their 2003 General Assembly a

Convention against corruption. The ink

was barely dry and already the UN was

shaken by a string of scandals involving

rape, murder and bil l ions of dollars in

fraud and embezzlement on a global

scale. The above-mentioned infamous

Oil-for-Food rel ief program in Iraq is

only the most obnoxious scandal. In its

seven years of operation it became a

vehicle for bil l ions in kickbacks, payoffs,

embezzlement, and sanctions-busting

arms traffic, directly involving senior

figures in both the international body

(including the very son of a former UN

Secretary general) and government

members and high ranking officials of

several nations. This has been by no

means an isolated case. The

disappearance of UN funds earmarked

for tsunami rel ief in Indonesia or the

exposure of a transnational network of

pedophile rape by UN peacekeepers in

Africa are other conspicuous instances

of fraud, corruption and abuse.

• Another champion of anti-corruption,

the World Bank (WB), has been serving

for almost two decades streams of

rhetoric deploring fraud and corruption,

without being able to walk the talk.

Wolfensohn, the WB's president from

1 995 to 2005, while waving the anti-

corruption banner on the one hand,

forceful ly si lenced staff members who

tried to warn investors that an

international criminal was hijacking a

privatization scheme in Azerbaijan. His

successor, Wolfowitz, someone who
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could earnestly state that "corruption is

often at the very root of why

governments don't work", while touring

Africa preaching anti-corruption, quietly

suppressed a report showing that

Kabila, the President of the Democratic

Republic of Congo, al lowed his

girlfriend to feather her nest with WB's

money, more precisely with funds

intended to finance airl ifts to transfer

Congolese children from war zones,

while at the same time moving his own

sweetheart to a new WB executive

position with an extremely high salary,

short-circuiting the regular review

committees (11 ) .

Corruption seems to be a historical legacy

likely to remain al ive and prosperous for a long

while. The contemporary reader of Tacitus'

chronicles of the Roman empire, or of the

anonymous 1 4th century Chinese novel Jin

Píng Méi, wil l experience a feeling of déjàvu
and could easily substitute contemporary

names to many of the characters presented

therein. The much heralded anti-corruption

initiatives by national governments, the UN,

WB, OECD and others focus exclusively on

ethics or on legal and bureaucratic

governance procedures, instead of fixing the

social, economic and political structures that

foster inequality, dependency and oppression

of the weaker, and which are the breeding

ground for corruption. At best, they can deliver

lukewarm, short-range, transient results, thus

reinforcing the impression that their objective

is to build an alibi to si lence critics and to avoid

bringing about actual, but political ly

controversial change.◙
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